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The Wall Street Journal offered an
article November 23, 2008, on How
to Fight Pirates. It reported how,
in the late 18th century and early
19th Century, Moroccan pirates-Barbary pirates-- were attacking
American ships and kidnapping
their crews, holding the crews
and the goods on
board for ransom.
In
1785,
the
Pasha of Morocco
demanded
a
million
bucks,
ten percent of the
fledgling USA’s
national budget,
for
protection.
Samuel
Adams
and
Thomas
Jefferson had no
alternative. For at
least a decade, for lack of a navy and
support from other nations to fight
back, the US paid those ransoms.
The Wall Street Journal article
goes on to talk about the current
Somalian pirate affliction off the
coast of Somalia.
But what about the pirates in the
USA? I’m talking about the finance
company and hedge fund execs
who have hijacked our economy
and run off with billions in booty,
at the cost of tens of millions of
citizens’ homes and life savings.

Parents Sports
Forum

These criminals are destroying
lives at a much larger scale. And the
American people have no champion
to rescue them. Bush appointed
Hank Paulson, the equivalent
of Blackbeard, to suggest the
“bailout” which looks more and
more like a massive keelhauling
of the economy.
And Obama has
appointed another
fellow
pirate-Geithner-- to take
the treasury and
swing the citizenry
by the yardarm.
The fact is, the
financial system
throughout
the
world has been
taken over by
pirates-ripoff artists who have invented
new ways to finagle billions
out of the hands of the people
and into the hands of the few.
It seems Democrats AND
Republicans are equally eager to help
THESE pirates to come up with new
ways to maintain their pirate ways,
to keep the pirate “system” going.
The solution is no simple matter.
It took more than a decade of
pirate depredations, in spite of the
protection monies charged, for the
see How to Deal Pg. 2
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And the Winner is
Henry A. Waxman
And The People

The Plot Sickens in
America’s Hysterical
Novel

By Edward I. Koch
Former Mayor of the City of New York

By Joe Klock, Sr.

An important change in government
took place in Washington D.C.
last
Thursday,
November 24, 2008,
at the Democratic
Caucus.  
The
D e m o c r a t s ’
Steering and Policy
Committee by a vote
of 25 to 22, proposed
that
Congressman
John Dingell from
Michigan who had
held the Chairmanship
of the Committee on
Energy and Commerce
for 28 years be removed and Henry
A. Waxman of California be given
the position.  The New York Times
described the power and influence of
that committee, “Many lawmakers
and lobbyists consider the Energy
and Commerce Committee to
be the most influential panel in
either house of Congress, one that
handles, by some estimates, all or
parts of two-thirds of the legislation
moving through the House.”
According to The Times’ report
on what happened, President-elect
Obama and Speaker Nancy Pelosi

Restore, Restructure, Rebuild

Across-the-Board Cuts Take Increase Down
to 5.71% without Having to Perform Layoffs
By Clinton I. Young
Mayor of the City of Mount Vernon
“I am pleased to report to you
today following a week of difficult,
but necessary decisions regarding
our city’s 2009 Budget.   As
promised last week,
the tax increase
was reduced from
an initial working
document figure of
13.17 percent down
to 5.71 percent;
less than half of
what it was a week
ago.   In addition,
this
was
done
without having to
cut jobs or essential
services.  Yesterday,
the Board of Estimate
& Contract voted unanimously to
send this proposed budget to the
City Council for final approval.
“I, along with my commissioners
and department heads, were able to
cut from our spending lines in a way
that allowed us to keep all of our
employees on board for the coming
year.  Most notably, our departments

December 4, 2008

helped Waxman to secure the
ultimate majority.   But Waxman
himself
deserves
enormous admiration
and praise for taking
on Dingell who
was one of the most
powerful Bulls, as
they are referred to
in Congress.  Dingell
had over the years
stymied
various
efforts to increase
gas mileage on cars
and was seen as the
handyman, always
there to protect the automobile
industry, understandably so, since it
was located in his state, Michigan,
and there was always present the
tremendous clout of the United
Auto Workers.
The proposed change from
Dingell to Waxman is highly
unusual.   In its assignment
of
committee
chairmanships,
Congress
historically
has
overwhelmingly followed the rule
of seniority.   Although that rule
see And the Winner Is Pg. 2

A Long
City Hall Removes
Walk Off a
Empire City’s Police
Short Pier Detail in Budget Measure
By VoxPopuli

with the most employees, Police,
Fire, and Public Works will be able
to maintain their current levels of
personnel, and therefore will be
able to build upon
their
experience
and provide even
better
service
in 2009.   I must
certainly commend
Commissioner
of
Management
Services Mary Young
for implementing a
solid plan to save
these jobs.
“This budget is
going to require
sound management
and so, just as I have instituted
internal controls this year that
has reduced spending by $1.5
million, I will be implementing
further controls to ensure that our
city is being even more prudent
when it comes to spending your
tax dollars.   Comparatively small

In March of this year Yonkers
Mayor Phil Amicone told the
people of Yonkers in his State of
the City address that financially the
city was heading off a cliff in the
upcoming FY2009-2010. However,
fear not, because this fiscal year all was good.
Nevertheless, Mayor Amicone
continued to hire and fill vacant
positions, create new ones, negotiate
wage increases, let overtime go
unchecked, and otherwise continued
on as usual.
His projected tax revenues, “grow
Yonkers” concept, and benign
neglect, gave everyone a sense of
false security.
As we all know, the FY 20082009 budget was filled with one-

seeRestore Pg. 5

see A Long Walk Pg. 3

Helping Communities
Help Firefighters

Father-Son Firefighters Develop Stove-Top
Fire Suppression Device
By Tom Bock
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Former Schools
Superintendent to
Pay Restitution;

LIKE KLOCKWORK

Report to Prison in
Oklahoma
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   History is now being created on almost all governance in the hands
a daily basis and, until it has been of those we elect to public office,
purged by sober analysis and the whom we then trust to protect our
passage of time, it will be imperfectly interests and reflect our preferences.
recorded in the shifting sands of    If the current crop of creepage
on Crapitall Hill
subjective judgment.
have
discharged
   Those sands will be
either
obligation,
further blurred by the
it
has
escaped
winds of fear, panic,
these aging eyes
misinformation
and skeptical ears.
and
prejudice
   I wonder, for
which characterize
example,
how
modern reportage,
it
was
possible
cyber-sewage
and
that our hundreds
political propaganda.
of watchdogs in
  
In simpler
Congress, as well
language, the average
Like Klockwork
as their supposed
American will not
supervisors
in
know
what
the
hell has really happened until the Executive Branch, failed
those happenings have become to foresee the multiple train
indelibly archival, well beyond wrecks that have occurred in
the reach of preventive action. the recent and regrettable past.
   Part of the problem is the fact    How could they not know, for
that we have a reprehensible (pun example, that allowing - nay,
intended) form of government, encouraging - people to take on
rather than a pure democracy - i.e., mortgages they couldn’t afford
government directly by the people. to carry was no less stupid
   Under our present system (if one than was feeding rum to the
can call it that, which this one can’t), Indians in our old Wild West?
we directly express our wishes    Or that blindly stuffing these
only by referendum. This leaves
see The Plit Sickens Pg. 2

By Hezi Aris
Yonkers, NY -- Yonkers Tribune
Westchester Times Tribune acidtongued
bloggers
instigated
an inquiry into the
dissolution
of
the
Yonkers
Police
Department detail that
scrutinized the area
about Empire City. (See
the first 15 comments
to get a sense of the
inquiry.)
The acidtongued bloggers are
correct; the YPD detail
was rescinded by City
Hall as of yesterday.
The Empire City detail is not what
has been euphemistically regarded
as a “rent-a-cop” program, such
as the detail found at the Stop &
Shop in the Cross County Shopping
Center, but is a detail that now
dissolved is said to save the city
somewhere from $1 to $1.5 million
from now to the end of the FY20082009 budget.
Note that the state elected to give

the City of Yonkers a stipend that
was reduced from an original $12
million for the first year, eventually
reduced to $8 million,
then $4million, and now
nothing. The “so-called”
“rent-a-cops” are those
who work inside Empire
City, not the patrol detail
that has days ago been
disbanded.
Evident in City Hall’s
action goes directly in
questioning the veracity
of any development
project that may not sufficiently
address funding needs appropriate
to the area with regard to police,
fire, EMS, and DPW services.
YPD personnel, appraised by
YonkersTribune of the circumstances
being reported herein, commenting
with the assurance of anonymity,
are adamant in advising that as we
approach the holiday season, it is
imperative to have kept the detail
in place.

Four Westchesterites
Assist Alzheimer’s
Research at Catch 25
Foundation Benefit

By Megan King
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Many fire departments routinely
respond to cooking fires. This
Thanksgiving holiday was no
exception. I know first-hand that
the Elmsford Fire Department
responded to several burnt turkeys,
giving thanks that only the turkeys
were lost. Those outcomes were as
good as it can be. Unfortunately,
kitchen fires usually progress into
house fires. Additionally, many
homeowner/chefs do not have a
fire extinguisher nearby, making
evacuation their only course of action

as they await the fire department.
All fire departments will teach you
to leave the scene of a fire, dial 911
and not go back in for any reason.
In the real world, however, we’re
all twenty years old and invincible,
unable to resist the urge to do
something. While this can be a big
mistake, the exception may be a
small single pan fire on your stove.
That’s where Brian Hauprich’s
new kitchen fire-fighting tool, the
FryerFighter, changes all of that!.
see Helping Communities Pg. 3

Baltimore, MD -- Former Prince
George’s schools Superintendent
Andre J. Hornsby was sentenced to
six years in prison Tuesday, three
years after he left the county job
amid a federal investigation into his
see Hornsby Pg. 4

New York, NY -- Four Westchester
County residents – New York
Yankees manager Joe Girardi
of Armonk, Jim Houlihan of
Bronxville, YES Network Yankees
voice/ESPN Radio host Michael
Kay of Hartsdale and John Cirillo
of Chappaqua – gave a big assist
to Alzheimer’s Research on
Wednesday night, November at
the Grand Central Oyster Bar’s
95th Birthday Bash to benefit
Girardi’s Catch 25 Foundation.

Houlihan, partner at HoulihanParnes/iCap Realty Advisors, and
Cirillo, the president of New York
public relations firm Cirillo World,
joined Girardi, Kay,   CBS Sports
voice Jim Nantz   of Westport, CT.
and Oyster Bar executive chef
Sandy Ingber as co-chairmen and
honorees at the sold out gala. All six
honorees has had a parent or in-law
afflicted with Alzheimer’s.
see Four Westchesterites Pg. 4
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A Million Stories in the Naked City
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My partner and I were working
plainclothes duty as we drove
toward a suspected drug supply
house in Queens. A cry for help
changed our direction as I made
a right turn toward the scream.
We were shocked to see a naked
woman in her late 20’s running
along the street and screaming for
help. As we jumped out of the car to
approach her, she ran toward us and
grabbed my partner in a bear hug.
“Are you the police?” she cried
hysterically. “Yes, ma’am” my
partner replied, taking her by the
shoulders and holding her at arms
length as both of us tried to adjust
to the incongruity of the situation.
“What happened?” I asked, wishing
I had a jacket or something to
cover her while we inquired. “My
husband!” she screamed. “He’s
killing him! Please help him!”
We put her in the rear seat of the
sedan and drove about 2 blocks to
the house from whence she came.
It was difficult to understand
exactly what we were about to face,
because she continued to murmur
incoherently. When we pulled up to
the location, she refused to leave the
car. “No!” she yelled. “I’m not goin’
back in there. He’s gone crazy.....
he’s killing him.” We ran to the

From Page 1
US, under Jefferson’s (a liberal)
leadership to get the guts to build
an armada that would go to the
Mediterranean and wipe out the
pirates and their home bases. Once
Jefferson got things going and
showed it could be done, the rest
of the world followed his footsteps.
We can’t wait that long. The US
must face the fact that we have the
worst pirates in history right in
our nation, filthy rich, hobnobbing
with politicians, treated with

entrance of the
man’s rage-filled
one-story home,
eyes
moved
and, noticing the
slowly from his
door was wide
quivering prey to
open, drew our
the 2 revolvers,
weapons
and
only a few feet
took
positions
away. “I caught
on each side. We
him with my
Weir Only Human
could hear the
wife!” he snarled,
faint voice of a man pleading with making another jab with the 8-inch
someone. “Don’t kill me, please,” carving knife. His terrified hostage
the man was repeating between sustained another wound as he
the anguished sounds of inflicted tried to ward off the blow. “He was
pain. Moving toward the voice, supposed to be my friend!” the
we made our way into the kitchen, attacker hissed through clenched
where we came upon a man with a teeth. “I caught them in my bed!
large bloody knife, standing over He was coming over here when
a naked man on his knees. There I left for work!” he said, twisting
were splashes of red liquid dotting his face to an ugly scowl. With
the surrounding area and the victim each acid-laced utterance he did a
had several open wounds from little more damage to the alleged
his face to his midsection. His lothario who continued begging for
hands were crisscrossed with slash his life, unwilling to turn toward us
marks as he tried to ward off more for fear of a fatal wound from his
thrusts from his attacker. With each antagonist.
stabbing attempt, he would grab the
As we grasped a situation the
blade, only to have his tormenter woman had not prepared us for, we
pull it back violently, tearing deeper realized it was not a typical felonious
into the palms and fingers of his assault by an intruder. The victim,
cowering victim.
although covered in blood, didn’t
“Police, drop the knife!” I appear to have any life-threatening
ordered, as we aimed our weapons wounds. Yet, that could change in
at the middle of his chest. Appearing seconds if the knife wielder wanted
unmoved by our presence, the him dead. “Okay, you punished him

enough,” I said, trying to cajole the
outraged husband into giving it up.
“I feel sorry for what happened, but
I can’t let you cut him anymore,”
I added, cocking my weapon and
moving closer. He looked down at
the object of his hatred and raised
the dripping dagger again. “Don’t!”
I warned, beginning to squeeze the
trigger. “If you make me kill you,
he wins,” I said, trying some street
psychology. “As a husband, I can
understand how you feel, but as a
cop, I swear I’ll shoot you if I have
to. He stared at my eyes for a few
seconds before tossing the knife in
the sink. The victim was transported
to a hospital and the attacker was
arrested. When we put him in a
holding cell in our office, the other
detectives, who had been listening
to the radio transmissions, asked
if he was the guy who caught his
friend in bed with his wife. When
we told them he was, they broke out
in a round of applause. “Way to go,
my man!” one of them said. “Can I
get you something to drink?” said
another. Yeah, I know; cops can be
very cynical.
Bob Weir is a contributing
columnist to Yonkers Tribune
and Westchester Times Tribune.
BobWeir777@aol.com.

How to Deal with Pirates
honor, given power. They must
be reframed as the pirates-- as the
criminals they are. Their practices-derivatives, etc., must be defined
as criminal endeavors, and they
must be brought down-- all the
way down, with fines that take
away their massive salaries and
bonuses, for what- for failure. No.
They’ve been paid booty for their
successful plundering of the USA’s
families and national resources.
I’m
not just speaking

metaphorically. These men are
not brilliant leaders. They are no
better than the pirates holding the
Saudi oil tanker. They deserve
the same treatment-- capture-alive or dead. And destruction of
their tools of destruction-- and
that, my friends, includes the
Federal Reserve Banks, the WTO
and most of the other current
globalism tools that have been
used to lay waste to democratically
established
democracies.

America needs a lot more than
Obama is setting up between
Geithner and Summers. This start
is a bad beginning. We don’t need
people who are masters at the
pirate system. We need people
who can tear it down and replace
it with something that works for
Americans.
Rob Kall is executive editor
and publisher of OpEdNews.
com, President of Futurehealth,
Inc, inventor . He is also published

On the
Level
with
Hezi Aris

on WVOX1460 AM
Radio
NEW ROCHELLE, NY – Listen to
the On the Level with Hezi Aris callin program on WVOX-1460 AM
radio this and every Tuesday.
The show is heard live by way of
streaming audio technology on your
computer, from 10:00 am through
11:00 am.
For those who can’t get enough
radio, consider listening to Hezi
Aris every Monday and Thursday,
at 8:30 am, as he discusses events
impacting Westchester politics
with Bob Marrone, host of Good
Morning, Westchester.
Join Bob Marrone every day from
6:00 am through 9:00 am during
your daily commute from Monday
through Friday.
The call-in talk show format
invites your perspective; share your
thoughts. Call us at 914-636-0110.
Those who call are asked to please
stay on topic.
WVOX 1460 AM features local
and regional information for
residents of suburban Westchester
County and the Bronx, with
emphasis on the heavily-populated
cities of Westchester’s Southern tier
and affluent villages of Long Island
Sound.
regularly on the Huffingtonpost.
com
and
is
a
columnist
with Northstarwriters.com. His
radio show, The Rob Kall Show,
runs 9-10 PM EST Wednesday
evenings, on AM 1360, WNJC and is
archived on www.whiterosesociety.
org Or listen to it streaming, live at
either www.wnjc1360.com or here.

And the Winner is Henry A. Waxman And The People
From Page 1
has been attacked over the years by
the left, it has sometimes protected
members of Congress who were
ahead of their time on controversial
issues, e.g., Adam Clayton Powell,
Jr., the Chairman of the Education
and Labor Committee for many
years.   He was disliked by many
of the Southern representatives in
Congress for bigoted, racial reasons,
disliked by others because of his
very liberal positions and, I suspect,
most of all, resented because of his
unconcealed contempt for those
who were racially bigoted, and of
course, he was a New Yorker in an
age when New York City itself was
not held in high regard.  Remember
1964, when Senator Barry
Goldwater referred to New York in
the presidential race of that year by
saying the country might be happier
if it just sawed off the East Coast.
Seniority nevertheless protected
Powell.   But it did not protect
him when he was removed from
Congress after being censured by
the Ethics Committee in 1967 for
corruption.   He was the first black
Congressman from New York, and
only the second black Congressman
since Reconstruction.
My very first vote when coming
to Congress in January 1969 was

to seat Powell in the Congress to
which he had been reelected.   It
failed by 307 to 116 and he died
on April 4, 1972 in Miami, being
flown from Bimini, a Bahamian
island where he lived in exile. He
was seen by some as a person who
disgraced himself, and by others,
myself included, as a martyr.
Powell was the first among great
African-Americans who left their
indelible mark in Congress.   He
attached to every major item of
legislation a civil rights provision,
which was always stricken by
the majority.   He integrated the
Congressional barbershop over the
objections of some Congressmen
and the barber who complained that
he did not know how to cut a black
man’s hair.  The barber soon learned
how. According to Wikipedia,
Powell   “passed legislation that
made lynching a federal crime
and bills that desegregated public
schools and the U.S. military.   He
challenged the Southern practice of
charging Blacks a poll tax to vote,
and stopped racist congressmen
from saying the word ‘nigger’ in
sessions of Congress.”
During my nine years in the
Congress, I witnessed an attempt to
unseat the Chairman of the House

Administration Committee, Wayne
Hays, who was widely disliked in
the Congress.   He was not simply
a bull, he was also a bully.  He was
a brilliant debater and could cut an
opponent’s head off with a rapierlike stroke.   On one occasion, on

– what’s a nice
Jewish guy like Ed
Koch doing here...
... Richard Boland
the day after Ho Chi Minh died,
I offered a proposal that we use
that opportunity to reach out to the
people of Vietnam who regarded Ho
Chi Minh as the George Washington
of their country and seek to enter
into a peace agreement, ending the
Vietnam War, which I opposed.  This
position was considered by some to
be treason.  Hays’ referred to me as
“the emissary from Hanoi.”

In any event, on the organization
of a new Congress, there was a
effort made by the more liberal
and younger members of Congress
to remove a number of Chairmen,
including Mr. Hays, Mr. William
Robert Poage of Texas, Chair of the
Agricultural Committee, Mr. Felix
Edward Herbert of Louisiana, Chair
of Armed Services Committee,
and Mr. Wright Patman of Texas,
Chair of the Banking and Currency
Committee.
Hays, bull and bully in his other
activities and affairs, was in fact an
excellent and impartial Chairman in
his conduct of the committee.   That
group produced the Federal Election
Campaign Act amendment of 1974
providing for the federal government
financing the presidential and vice
presidential elections.  It was John
Brademas (I was a soldier in his
army) with the support of Wayne
Hays as chairman, who succeeded
in getting the legislation through
the committee and ultimately, the
Congress.  When Hays was told of
the effort to remove him, he asked
me if I would speak for him during
the 15 minutes allotted to him for
his defense.   I thought a moment
and said, “yes.”   Fairness required
that response.   He was in fact a

The Plot Sickens in America’s Hysterical Novel
From Page 1
financial excreta into pinatas of
promise would foul the nest eggs
of Fanniedom and Freddieland?  
   Or that serial budget deficits
were, in fact, vultures which
will come home to roost on the
heads of generations yet unborn?
   Or that earmarks are end
runs around the defense lines
against irresponsible spending?
   Or that it really IS how you
play the game, whether than
whether you win or lose, which
matters in looking after the best
interests of ALL the people?
  
Or that misinformation,
lying
and
spinning
are
inseparably
synonymous?
   Or that finger-pointing at (or
flipping out) the opposition leaves
three times as many fingers
pointing back at themselves?
   All that said (and, yes, I do feel
better for having said it), we have

a whole new “bawl” game to deal
with, and exactly the same problems
(with a few more yet to come); but
we also have a new roster of players
on the field, with an opportunity
to change some of the rules.
   One of those rules should not
be for them to focus on continued
tenure of their incumbencies.
   Prior to the most recent voting,
Congress collectively enjoyed an
approval rating lower that a working
mole’s ass, but we “punished”
nearabout all of them with reelection.
   One promising result of that
partial reshuffling was that a single
party will now be at both the
legislative and executive helms of
government, leaving no doubt about
responsibility for future navigation,
landfalls
and
shipowrecks.
   In the recent past, for the
most part, our “reprehensible”
(i.e., deserving of rebuke or

censure) form of government
has been a two-ring circus under
the “big trap” of partisanship.
   In one ring were elephants,
circling trunk-to-tail and in the
other a similar orbit of donkeys,
nuzzling each others’ behinds,
each group responding to their
whip-snapping
leadership.
   Ignored, and ultimately victimized,
were us-all - the “ladies and
gentlemen and children of all ages”
who financed the greatest “slow” on
earth in terms of dealing with our
problems, present and yet to come.
   If the past foreshadows the future,
the performers in our governmental
circus
will
again
confuse
partisanship with progress, motion
with action, seniority with sagacity,
rhetoric with reason, and power
control with the common weal.
   One can only hope - this one
can, anyway - that those we chose

to run things for us will focus
on a government representative
of our needs, rather than of their
own partisan political goals.
  If they can do so, more power to them.
   If not, the plot can be thickened
and the ranks of incumbency
thinned come our next Election Day.
For now, the partying part of
partisan playtime is over and
it’s clearly time to deal with the
hangover under our single Big Top and deploy people with buckets and
shovels to deal with the unpleasant
droppings in the show rings of our
government.
Freelance wordworker Joe Klock,
Sr. (joeklock@aol.com) is a
winter Floridian who summers
in New Hampshire. More of his
“Klockwork” can be found atwww.
joeklock.com.

good chairman, albeit a bully in his
other life and activities.   He was
being charged by the Congress only
as a failed chairman.
Richard Boland, Democrat of
Missouri, chaired the caucus.  I was
called to deliver my two-minute
speech.   I opened with, “I know
what you are thinking – what’s a
nice guy like Ed Koch doing here,
speaking for a guy like Wayne
Hays?” Pandemonium occurred
with huge belly laughs and I knew
they thought they heard me say –
although I did not, “What’s a nice
Jewish guy like Ed Koch…?”   In
addition to all of his other faults,
Wayne Hays was seen by many,
including me, as an anti-Semite.  I
then outlined his fairness and
progressive positions as chairman
of the committee. Wayne Hays was
not removed as chairman.   Dick
Boland called me to his desk and
said, “If I ever need a defense
lawyer, I will be calling you.”  The
three other Chairmen under attack
were removed.
Ed Koch is a former Mayuor of
New York City, an attorney,
author and radio host.
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Hurt Summers, Koch and Galileo
By Henry J. Stern

Public attention is still focused
on Chicago, where Presidentelect Obama has just appointed
his economic team. Its strongest
member is Larry Summers, a highly
regarded economist and former
president of Harvard University,
who was driven from that job
because the professors there did
not find him politically correct
or personally malleable. Irving
Howe called academics “guerillas
with tenure,” and most professors,
particularly in the liberal arts,
consider themselves progressives,
proudly and clearly supporting the
left side of the culture wars.
Summers’ first error, in May
2002, was to oppose divestment
of the Harvard endowment from
companies dealing with Israel. In
that year, his first as president of the
nation’s oldest (1636) and richest
($36B) university, he expressed his
concern about rising anti-Semitism
and increasing pressure to boycott
Israeli scholars, universities and
businesses. The Association of
University Teachers in Britain
called for a boycott of Israeli
academic institutions in 2005.
The fur really flew in January
2005, when Summers, at a forum
on the issue, suggested that

scientists should study whether
“the innate biological differences
between women and men” were
in any way partially responsible
for the dearth of female professors
in mathematics, the sciences and
engineering.
One woman professor from MIT
told the Boston Globe that she had
to leave the lecture because, if she
didn’t, she would have “either
blacked out or thrown up.” Hardly
an academic response, the comment
set the tone for a barrage of criticism
which led to a vote of no confidence
by a small majority of the faculty.
The vote was 218-185 with 18
abstentions.   A strong faculty often
prefers a weak president, a situation
seen in some synagogues vis-àvis the board of directors and the
rabbi.
In 2007, Summers recalled: “I
think the magnitude of the reaction
I got was not something I fully
anticipated. I had the reaction that,
if people had felt so inhibited from
speaking on these issues that they
praised my courage, that there must
be a larger problem around these
issues on university campuses than
I had previously supposed.”
In situations like this, reasonable
people not involved with the case

are inclined to believe that even pejorative remark in 1984 that New
if the speaker believed that his York City was “Hymietown,” did
words were true, and in fact they not help garner support among
were true, he showed bad judgment Jews, though some voted for him.
in expressing them publicly, and
Koch was denounced for his
therefore deserves criticism.
statement, both by the usual
That is the
suspects, his longattitude expressed
time enemies and
in “a plague on
by people who
both your houses.”
believed that, even
The issue erupted
if the statement were
in New York City
true, mentioning
in 1988, when,
it was nonetheless
speaking
about
harmful to blackthe
Democratic
Jewish relations.
presidential
They felt it was
primary, in which
inappropriate
to
then-Mayor Koch
suggest that New
supported Al Gore,
Yorkers should cast
the Mayor said:
New York Civic votes on the basis of
“Jews supportive of
support for Israel,
Israel would have to
or to allude to black
be crazy to vote for Jesse Jackson.” anti-semitism, such as expressed by
Jackson has consistently opposed Louis Farrakhan.
United States foreign policy in the
At any rate, it is likely that Summers’
Middle East, and recently said on controversial background is a reason
television that Obama’s election that Obama appointed him director
should bring a sharp change in of the National Economic Council,
American behavior there. Obama a position that does not require
then firmly denied that Jackson Senate confirmation.
Despite
spoke for him on issues of foreign his unpopularity among radical
policy, and his comment was echoed academics, Summers is considered
by Congressman Jesse Jackson, supremely qualified for the job.
Jr. of Illinois. The elder Jackson’s Two of his uncles have received

A Long Walk Off
a Short Pier
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shot gimmicks to pass muster.
Knowingly, the Yonkers Board of
Education (BoE) is in a financial
hole every year, and they too spend
like there is no tomorrow. Their
“fat” has increased dramatically on
the non-academic side, especially
swelling their top tier ranks in
the buildings and grounds area.
Yet Mayor Amicone has again let
escape an opportunity to pressure
the State of New York. He feeds
more money into the Yonkers BoE
and depletes the municipal side of
the equation. Meanwhile, the State
of New York subsidizes the other
large upstate school districts.
Now, the balance has tipped.
The mayor is going to lose on the
Yonkers BoE and the city side.
A recent Vox Populi article

suggested a near term solution to
this problem; the problem which
gets increasing worse by the day.
This global / national / state
financial situation has nothing to
do, nor should it be used as a crutch
to overlook the crux of the city’s
dilemma.
This play was in motion long
before the financial collapse. There
are no excuses - poor management,
wasteful spending and programs,
patronage hirings, unchecked
overtime, city hall give-aways, and
no established income stream. If
you are sick today, you cannot wait
years for the cure!
The mayor has walked out beyond
the length of the pier. Somebody,
please tell him.
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When I spoke with Brian, he
recounted testing that has shown
on average that most people go
for baking soda to extinguish
their grease/pan fire. “The big
problem,” states Hauprich, “is that
people panic, and end up using
inappropriate materials to put out
stove-top fires. What happens
is that these methods only serve
to ‘splash’ the flames, spreading
the fire and often causing serious
injuries. In reality, the baking
soda they go to use is probably in
their refrigerator, has solidified
into a brick and isn’t enough to
put out even a small pan fire.”
Some years ago, Brian’s fire
department, the Istesboro Fire
Department, responded to an
emergency call: an elderly resident’s
cooking skillet ignited, and in a
panic, she used a pot holder in an
attempt to put it out. The situation
quickly went from bad to worse:
she fanned the flames, engulfed
the potholder in fire, which in
turn, ignited the kitchen wallpaper.
Fortunately, the fire department
arrived quickly, damage was limited

By Lisa Fine
‘If I Had A Hammer,’ ‘Midnight
Special,’ ‘The Sloop John B,’
‘Goodnight, Irene,’ ‘This Land Is
Your Land, ‘Kisses Sweeter Than
Wine,’ ‘House Of The Rising Sun,’
‘Michael Row The Boat Ashore.’
These songs remind me of my
father and me sitting on the green
carpeting of the living room in our
Bronx apartment when I was little.
My dad would put the record on the
record player and we would singa-long to the folk music of “The
Weavers”.  
So you can imagine how excited
I am that Work O’ the Weavers, a
tribute band, will be performing at
Trinity Church at 7 South Highland
Avenue in Ossining on Friday
December 5 at 8 pm. During the
1950’s and 1960’s, the ‘original’ and
popular Weavers, sang traditional

folk songs, blues, children’s songs,
ballads, and was headed by Pete
Seeger. Robert Sherman, WFUV
(90.7 FM) radio
show personality,
will be the host of
this event.
The concert will
be a benefit for
River Build 2008,
a
locally-based
project
which
will send over
65
Westchester
residents to Bay St.
Louis, Mississippi,
the day after Christmas, to volunteer
in the continuing effort to build
permanent housing for individuals
and families who lost their
homes during Hurricane Katrina.
The group is the effort of eight

Episcopal churches from Hudson
River communities stretching from
Tarrytown north to Mohegan Lake.
Tickets are $25
in advance or $30
at the door. For
more information
visit
www.
riverbuild.
org and www.
workotheweavers.
com.
Another concert
I
am
looking
forward to this
weekend (on Sunday
December 7) is the Golden Apple
Chorus Holiday Show at the Mount
Pleasant Community Center at 125
Lozza Drive in Valhalla at 2:30
pm. The all-women chorus is an a
cappella ensemble, singing music

in the barbershop harmony style
and they are a local chapter of
Sweet Adelines International based
in Hawthorne. The group welcomes
everyone (and anyone who can carry
a bit of a tune) and they rehearse
every Tuesday evening at the
Hawthorne Reformed Church at 65
Broadway. Tickets for the concert
are only $10 and for information
visit www.goldenapplechorus.com.

To submit information for The
Fine Print, please send emails to
TheFinePrintNY@verizon.net, call
914 243-9761, or visit the www.
LisaFineCommunications.com
Website.

Helping Communities Help Firefighters
to a small area in the kitchen, and
there were no serious injuries.
Brian Hauprich, born and raised in
New York and having spent much
of his cooking career in the tri-state
area, is a chef-turned-firefighter.
He’s seen his share of cooking fires.
He thought there had to be a way
to protect people from fires in the
kitchen. Together with son Jack, now
a Junior Firefighter in the Istesboro
Department, and wife Mary, also
a firefighter, Brian got to work
researching, testing and developing
a product that would extinguish
stove-top fires quickly and cleanly.
The result, The FryerFighter’s™, a
special material housed in a handy
plastic tube which can easily hang
near the stove for quick access.
The FryerFighter’s™ fire blanket
is impervious to temperatures
upwards of 30,000°F. (The flash
point for grease (the temperature
at which flames will erupt) is
typically around 700°F.) Draped
over a cooking fire, it extinguishes
the flames quickly and safety.
“If we can prevent one tragedy,
make one kitchen a little safer,

it will all be worth it,” says
Hauprich of the years of work
developing
FryerFighter™.
“
I think about its use on boats,
RVs, camps, studios - anywhere
cooking fires could pose a threat.
A FryerFighter™ near every pot!”
In addition to trying to reduce
cooking fire statistics, his company
provides fire departments with
the tools and help needed to sell
FryerFighter™ as a fundraising
too
(in
their
communities.
“FryerFighter’s beginning to catch
on. We’re getting interest and
participation from departments all
over the country. We sell to them
at cost, and as the firefighters sell
them, they get to keep the profits.”
In a broader effort to help his fellow
firefighters, Hauprich is building a
fund from a portion of the proceeds
of each sale, to help small fire
departments purchase much-needed
equipment or training. “Small,
and especially rural departments,
don’t always have the resources for
buying needed items or instruction.
We’d like to be in a position where
we can help. And that means

Joan Bonsignore (left), Executive Director of the National Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence/
Westchester, Inc., Adele C. Smithers (right), President of theChristopherD. SmithersFoundation, and Tony Aiello
(center), WCBS-TV News in New York, Westchester Bureau Reporter who served as Master of Ceremonies at the
event. Photo courtesy of John Vecchiolla and Yaeger Public Relations.
National Council on Alcoholism

a legend, unsupported by evidence,
that Galileo muttered, under his
breath, “E pur si muove” (in
English, “and yet it moves”). Even
having recanted, he was put under
house arrest for the remainder of
his life.
New York State: Fictions About
the Budget
“Oh, what tangled web we weave,
when first we practice to deceive!”
- Sir Walter Scott, 1808
There is a column on state affairs
on p29 of today’s Daily News,
which we want to call to your
attention. It is written by Bill
Hammond, and headlined THE 5
BIG, BAD BUDGET LIES.
The lede two grafs:   “In response
to the most serious budget crisis of
our time, Albany pols are spewing
more than the usual amount of hot
air. Here is a guide to the worst
distortions, fibs, and outright lies
we are likely to hear in the weeks
and months ahead.”
Link here to read the lies, followed
by Hammond’s comments on each.
Henry Stern is president of New
York Civic (www.NYCivic.org) and
a blogger on public issues.
He was New York City’s Parks
Commissioner for fifteen years
under Mayors Koch and Giuliani.
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Adele C. Smithers Honored
EASTCHESTER, NY -- The
National Council on Alcoholism
and Drug Dependence/ Westchester,
Inc. recently honored Adele C.
Smithers, (pictured at right)
President of the Christopher D.
Smithers Foundation at its Marty
Mann Benefit Awards Dinner at
the Lake Isle Country Club in
Eastchester, New York.
Mrs. Smithers, as the president
of Christopher D. Smithers
Foundation oversees the nation’s
first and oldest private philanthropy
devoted to the funding of alcoholism
related initiatives. Founded by her
late husband R. Brinkley Smithers
in 1952, Mrs. Smithers and her
son, Christopher B. Smithers have
successfully worked to institute
programs to prevent and treat
alcoholism.
“We are very pleased to have
honored Adele C. Smithers for her
life-long work in advancing the
understanding and treatment of
alcoholism and drug dependence,”
says Joan Bonsignore, (pictured
at left) Executive Director of the

the Nobel Prize in economics.
That does not guarantee the
competence of their nephew, but it
is not a bad sign. President Clinton
showed confidence in Summers by
appointing him Secretary of the
Treasure, a position that was first
held by Alexander Hamilton in
George Washington’s cabinet.   
We agree with Obama’s decision
to avoid an unnecessary and
unproductive political gauntlet.
Who needs lengthy hearings, at
which some senators will insist
that Summers recant his views, a
demand that was made of Galileo
(1564-1642) when he was tried in a
court in Rome in 1633?
Galileo had concluded, on the
basis of observations made with
his early telescope, that Copernicus
was right and that the planet earth
did revolve around the sun (the
heliocentric theory). A panel of
cardinals had been assembled, and
they supported the geocentric theory
(the sun revolves around the earth)
on the basis of the words of the Old
Testament in Psalm 104:5: “The
Lord set the earth on its foundations;
it can never be moved.”
Threatened with being burned
at the stake, he told his inquisitors
that the earth stood still. There is

and Drug Dependence/ Westchester,

Inc. in White Plains, New York.

Pictured above is the FryerFighter blanket across the author’s stove to
illustrate its overall size.
selling more FryerFighter’s™.”
Firefighter’s know too well that
the outcome of a kitchen fire can be
disastrous and even fatal. A product
as simple and effective as the
FryerFighter™ may be quicker and
as effective or better than a small
fire extinguisher, without the messy
cleanup afterwards. I know of three
families who could have easily
benefited from the FryerFighter™
this past Thanksgiving Day, saving
their ruined holiday. Fortunately,
everyone involved was uninjured
and only had Cajun-style turkey as

a reminder of what they should be
thankful for. We’re thankful that
Brian and his family have developed
the FryerFighter™, helping us all
stay a little safer.
FryerFighters™ come packaged
in a convenient, plastic tube, and
can be hung from any nail or hook
in the kitchen. For purchasing
or fundraising information, you
may visit them online at www.
FryerFighter.com, by emailing
Mary@FryerFighter.com, or by
phone 207.734.0996.
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Four Westchesterites Assist Alzheimer’s
Senator Klein Recipient of Italian
Research at Catch 25 Foundation Benefit
Hospital Society Award

NEW YORK, NY -- On Sunday,
November 24th at the Davenport
Club in New Rochelle, Senator
Jeff Klein (D-Bronx/Westchester)
received the Italian Hospital
Society’s annual award to people
who have helped advance the
cause of Italian American culture
in the region. Klein was presented
the award by his colleague in
government, Senator Diane Savino
(D-Staten Island/Brooklyn).
“I am honored to be recognized
by one of the premier organizations
dedicated to Italian heritage.
America is a country of immigrants,
which encourages us to remember
and celebrate our heritage no matter
how many generations we’ve been
here. Italian Americans are the proud
bearers of an illustrious tradition
which has defined Western culture
for centuries and it is a privilege
to acknowledge the continuing
significance of that tradition,” said
Senator Klein.
Klein has long represented a
heavily Italian American district
ranging from neighborhoods in the

From Page 1

Senator Diane Savino presents Senator Jeff Klein with the Italian
Hospital Society’s annual award with members of the Society’s executive
board.
Bronx to parts of Westchester. Since
his time in the Assembly, Klein has
sponsored Italian language classes,
provided funding for numerous
Italian American societies, and
currently offers free Italian cooking
classes at the Generoso Pope
Foundation in Tuckahoe. Just last

year, Klein was presented with the
first ever Person of the Year Award
by the Esperia Benevolent Society.
Last year, the award was presented
to New York State Comptroller Tom
DiNapoli.

Sacred Heart Christmas Fair Reveals
Spirit of the Season
HARTSDALE, NY – The Sacred
Heart Christmas Fair will give
families and kids of all ages a great
opportunity to enjoy a host of fun
seasonal activities, plus unique
shopping opportunities, delicious
food and beverages and much more.
Attendees of the FREE 3-Day
Holiday Event, which will help
Support the Parent’s Club and
students of Hartsdale’s Sacred Heart
School, will be able to enjoy:
Shopping: Premium jewelry
sales, wallets, purses and other great
Christmas gifts! Plus, handmade
Christmas decorations and crafts,

including ornaments, tabletop trees,
wreaths and much more!
Dining: The Fair Café will be
open during all Fair hours, serving
delicious hot food and beverages,
plus home baked goods!

Raffle drawings on Sunday
(winners need not be present).
Kid Stuff: Fun activities and
events will keep the youngsters
entertained while you do some
shopping!
It all takes place at the Sacred Heart
School Gym, 10 Lawton Avenue,
Hartsdale on Friday, December 5,
6PM – 9PM; Saturday, December
6, 9AM – 3PM; and Sunday,
December 7, 9AM – 2PM
Visit the event Website to learn
more:
www.sacredhearthartsdale.org

Hornsby Sentenced to Six Years in Prison
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involvement with school contracts.
“I think it is a substantial sentence.
I think it appropriately reflects the
severity of the crimes,” said Rod
J. Rosenstein, U.S. attorney for the
District of Maryland.
Hornsby, 55, is required to pay
$70,000 in restitution and a $20,000
fine. He has until Jan. 2 to report to
prison but has requested a federal
prison in Oklahoma, where he said
his family lives.
Hornsby, who served as
superintendent from 2003 until
2005, was convicted July 23 after a
four-week trial in which prosecutors
said Hornsby steered school system
contracts toward his associates and
took kickbacks. Hornsby denied all
charges.
He was convicted on three
counts of wire fraud, one count of
witness tampering, one count of
evidence tampering and one count
of obstruction of justice.
Jurors found Hornsby not guilty

of one other charge of witness
tampering and wire fraud, but they
were unable to reach a verdict on 14
other charges. A previous trial last
fall ended in a mistrial, after jurors
could not reach agreement on any
of the 16 charges against Hornsby.
Each fraud charge carried a
maximum of 20 years in prison
and each obstruction and tampering
charge carried up to 10 years,
meaning the maximum penalty
Hornsby could have faced is 90
years in prison.
During the trial, prosecutors
alleged that Hornsby’s live-in
girlfriend, Sienna Owens, received
a $1 million contract to provide
educational materials to the school
system.
Owens had been a sales
representative for the educational
technology company LeapFrog
Schoolhouse while Hornsby served
as superintendent.
Hornsby did not disclose the
relationship to the school board

when they approved the contract,
and prosecutors said that Owens
gave Hornsby a $10,000 cut from
the commission she received.
Owens pleaded guilty to a felony
tax offense in 2006 after she failed
to report her commission from the
sale of educational equipment to the
county schools.
Hornsby also was accused of
steering school system contracts
to his longtime friend, Cynthia
Joffrion.
During
the
trial,
prosecutors showed video footage
of Hornsby and Joffrion in which
they discussed splitting the proceeds
from a contract.
Hornsby’s attorney maintained
that Hornsby was a dedicated
public servant and said Hornsby
was a victim of “slice and dice”
evidence.
Megan King is the Staff Writer for
Gazette.Net

Save Our Armory Committee Says
Echo Bay Needs Alternate Proposal
By Peggy Godfrey
The Save Our Armory (SOA)
Committee according to its cochairman, Peter Parente, favors
“development and wants the city
of New Rochelle to flourish.”
However the Committee has been
bombarded by requests to “do
something;” particularly to show
an alternative plan for the Echo Bay
area.
The message about the Echo Bay
proposal needs to reach the public.
Forest City Residential
wants to create a development
with homeowners and renters. Since
there will be 700 rental units a New
Rochelle Industrial Development
Agency (IDA) tax abatement will
be possible. This would mean
higher taxes for the residents. The
City Yard will have to be moved
to Beechwood Avenue and will
require a $2.5 million study just for
the relocation. Another 6% of the
city taxes collected every year will
be needed to bond for the relocation
of the City Yard. The bottom line,
according to Parente is, “We’re
going to owe more than Forest City
Residential brings in” revenue to
the city.

Gene McLeer, Commander of
American Legion Post 8, claimed
that the city is saying the SOA
Committee doesn’t want the Echo
Bay development and that we have
nothing to say, but he insisted he is
a homeowner and has something
to say. Rosemary Spalin added
there is an alternative plan and our
legislators should be told about
it. But John Maguire stated this
really can’t be done at this time
because the city has a memorandum
of understanding with the proposed
developer on this Echo Bay
proposal.
Ron Tocci, co-chair of the SOA
Committee commented that to
save the Armory the Committee
needs to show alternatives which

Advertise

914-562-0834 or
WTTads@gmail.com

won’t be costly for the city. An
alternative plan should be one that
would generate interest among the
residents. Tocci claimed the Armory
needed one million dollars in
repairs. The Armory was originally
given to the city of New Rochelle
to be used as a civic center. Should
the state give the building back to
the veterans they could maintain
it by holding fund raisers. Another
problem is that no more new sewer
hook-ups are supposed to be made
and the Forest City Residential
plan of 800 proposed new dwelling
units would have to be hooked up
to the sewer. Lorraine Pierce asked
about the financial records of Forest
City Residential especially in view
of the present economic climate.
On Veterans Day Chuck Strome,
City Manager, produced a bell
from the Armory that has a broken
piece on top. The bell rang ll times
(remembering 9/ll) and then it was
sent back to the Harbor Police
garage. But the question remained:
Where is the original Armory Bell?
On December 7 Gene McLeer
announced there would be a Salute
to the USO at the American Legion
Post 8 at 7:30 p.m. Ron Tocci
presented to the group a plan
called “La Rochelle Village.” He
plans to show it to the Forest City
Residential group and Craig King,
New Rochelle Commissioner of
Development. The SOA Committee
will not meet in December. Their
next meeting will be on January 28,
2009.

The Yankees organization was
well represented in the jam-packed,
240-person crowd at the Oyster
Bar in support of their skipper,
including chief operating officer Lon
Trost, vice chairperson Jennifer
Steinbrenner Swindal and minority
owner, Broadway producer Jimmy
Nederlander. They were joined by the
Alzheimer’s Association’s New
York City chapter president LouEllen Barkan,   Frasier sitcom star
actor David Hyde Pierce, a pair
of ex-Yankees now with the YES
Network – David Cone and John
Flaherty – and former Brooklyn
Dodgers great and Westchesterite

Ralph Branca.
Through Joe Giardi’s Catch
25 Foundation, three important
charities benefited from the
event:  The New York City Chapter
of The Alzheimer’s Association, as
well as the Central Illinois Chapter,
based in Peoria; and Alzheimer’s
Research at the Texas Medical
Center’s Neurological Institute.
Houlihan received the Catch 25
Champion Award from Girardi’s
Foundation for his tireless efforts
as co-chair (he was responsible
for half the table sales); Girardi
received the inaugural Jerry Girardi
Award, which honors his father who

is ailing with Alzheimer’s; Nantz
was honored with the Jim Nantz, Sr.
Tribute Award which remembers his
late father; Kay and his sister Debbie
LoBue received the Rose Kay
Tribute Award in memory of his
mother; Cirillo, his wife Fran and
her brother John Pasheluk accepted
the Joan Pasheluk Tribute Award in
memory of their mother, a longtime
Yonkers resident who died from
Alzheimer’s; and Ingber was
joined  by his wife Susan to receive
the Ruth Friedman Tribute Award in
memory of Susan’s mother.

The Spirit of Humanity
An Investment in Our Future

BRONXVILLE, NY -- Delores
Scott
Brathwaite,
Executive
Director of the Westchester County
Human Rights Commission, will be
the guest speaker at the Bronxville
League of Women Voters’ holiday
party, 7:00 p.m. on Thursday,
December 18. The annual free
event, which includes a bounty of
excellent holiday fare, will be in the
newly-renovated Crispell Lounge
of Christ Church, Sagamore Road
near the Bronxville train station.   
Brathwaite will speak on “The
Spirit of Humanity – an Investment
in our Future.”
An award-winning attorney and
mediator who is well -known through
her extensive outreach activities to
organizations, schools and frequent
interviews on local media, Delores
Brathwaite is responsible for the
administration and enforcement of
the County’s Human Rights Law.   
Brathwaite oversees the agency
which has County-wide jurisdiction
over all human rights violations
including discrimination, civil
rights and certain domestic violence

protection cases. The agency
provides intake, investigation,
conciliation,
mediation
and
adjudication services. County-wide
public forums have proved useful
in addressing prejudice, racism
and discrimination within local
communities.   Under Braithwaite’s
administration, the Commission
recently initiated an educational
component to assist local schools
in understanding, developing and

establishing diversity initiatives.
The Bronxville League of Women
Voters, which also serves Tuckahoe,
Eastchester, Mount Vernon and
Yonkers, has coordinated several
programs involving understanding
the diversity of Westchester
County, recently including focus on
this area’s growing local immigrant
population and, at the previous
holiday event, a panel of five Muslim
Westchester women who described
how they balance American
and traditional Islamic cultures.
Christ Church is close to the
Paxton and Desmond Ave. exits
of the Bronx River Parkway.
The special entrance to the Crispell
Lounge is off the curved driveway
at 17 Sagamore Road, slightly up
hill and across from the Blue Moon
Cafe.  
For additional information,
directions or help with
transportation, contact Susan
Weisfeld at 914-779-8354 or by
directing email to
sweisfeld@juno.com.

Bayer Fined $97.5 Million to Settle
Allegations of Paying Kickbacks to
Diabetic Supplier Liberty Medical
WASHINGTON, DC -- Bayer
HealthCare LLC (Bayer) has
agreed to pay the United States
$97.5 million plus interest to settle
allegations that it paid kickbacks to
a number of diabetic suppliers and
caused those suppliers to submit
false claims to Medicare, the Justice
Department announced today. The
settlement resolves allegations that
Bayer engaged in a cash-for-patient
scheme through which the company
paid 11 diabetic suppliers to convert
their patients to Bayer’s products
from supplies manufactured by its
competitors.
The Tarrytown, New York based
company manufactures diabetic
self-testing supplies, including
glucose monitors and testing
strips. Bayer contracts with directto-patient diabetic suppliers who
market and sell these products to
beneficiaries and submit claims for
reimbursement to Medicare.
Between 1998 and 2002, Bayer
allegedly paid Liberty Medical
Supply Inc., one of the largest
direct-to-patient diabetic suppliers,
approximately $2.5 million to
convert its patients to Bayer
supplies. The alleged kickbacks
were based on the number of

patients that Liberty successfully
converted to Bayer supplies and
were disguised as payments for
advertising. In addition, Bayer
allegedly paid kickbacks of
approximately $375,000 to 10
other diabetic suppliers to convert
patients to Bayer supplies.
“If medical device manufacturers
want
to
serve
Medicare
beneficiaries they must follow
the law,” said Gregory G. Katsas,
Assistant Attorney General for the
Civil Division. “Paying healthcare
suppliers to place a particular
brand of device with Medicare
beneficiaries violates the law and
will not be tolerated.”
The settlement resolves claims
submitted to Medicare by the 11

suppliers for Bayer supplies from
1998 through 2007. Under the
terms of the settlement, Bayer
agreed to enter into a corporate
integrity agreement with the
Office of Inspector General for the
Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS).
“Device manufacturers who pay
illegal kickbacks should expect to
be held accountable,” said Daniel
R. Levinson, HHS Inspector
General.
“OIG’s compliance
agreement with Bayer includes
specific requirements for the board
of directors and management that
will enable OIG to closely monitor
company
practices
affecting
Federal health care programs and
beneficiaries.”
The investigation was referred
to the Justice Department’s Civil
Division, Commercial Litigation
Branch, by the FBI and the Criminal
Division of the U.S. Attorney’s
Office for the Southern District of
Florida, in West Palm Beach, Fla.
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Will He or Won’t He Resign?
Fordham Westchester Forum Opens
Sports Parenting Debut
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By Hezi Aris

Lecture Series Open to Public; Advance Registration Required

WEST HARRISON, NY -The Fordham Westchester Forum
Series will make its debut on
Thursday night, December 4, at 7:00
PM when WFAN Radio personality
and author Rick Wolff, the
host of the provocative “Sports
Edge”program every Sunday on
the FAN, is joined by five-time
State titlist Hendrick Hudson
High School women’s volleyball
coach Diane Swertfager, Fordham
University
executive
director
of
athletics
Frank
McLaughlin,
and
Awardwinning
New
York
Daily
News Sports Writer Wayne
Coffey, who will serve as
moderator,   as they share their
experiences at the “Symposium on
Sports Parenting.”
All four panelists are from
Westchester. Wolff, a native of
Rockland County, resides in
Armonk; Swertfager is a native of
Pleasantville, currently residing
in Katonah; McLaughlin is a long
time resident of Briarcliff, while
Coffey is a longtime Sleepy Hollow
resident.

The inaugural forum is open to
the public, and admission is free.
Seating is limited so advanced
registration is being accepted
calling 914-367-3202 or emailing
eventswc@fordham.edu
or
johnnycigarpr@aol.com.
Among the topics that will be
discussed include: Playing Time
and are there general rules about kids
getting into games; Specialization
and is it a good idea for a youngster
to specialize in just one sport, and
if so, at what age; Travel teams and

are they essential to becoming a
star later; Safety issues including
concussions, aluminum bats and
special needs; and Obnoxious
parents and the best way to deal
with uncontrollable parents on the
sidelines.
Fordham Westchester is located
at 400 Westchester Avenue, West
Harrison, New York, 10604. The
campus is home to Fordham’s adult
undergraduate program as well
as the graduate schools of Social
Service, Religion and Religious
Education, Education, and Business
Administration. Founded in 1841,
Fordham is the Jesuit University
of New York, offering exceptional
education distinguished by the
Jesuit tradition to approximately
14,700 students in its four
undergraduate colleges and its six
graduate and professional schools.
It has residential campuses in the
Bronx and Manhattan, a campus in
Westchester, and the Louis Calder
Center Biological Field Station in
Armonk, NY.
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investments in new technology are
going to go a long way toward the
management of the 2009 Budget and
better prepare us for the challenges
we will face in preparation for the
2010 Budget.
“Now, more than ever, it is
important that we all take on
the frame of mind of “Restore,
Restructure, and Rebuild” when it
comes to the condition of our city,
Mount Vernon, New York. While
there is no denying that our country
is experiencing difficult economic
times; and our city has bore a fair
share of that burden, having seen
record-high foreclosures, tumbling

property values, and increased
unemployment; we must remain
steadfast in the pursuit of a brighter
day in the future of our city.
“I say to you again, the vision of
Mount Vernon that I know many of
us share is one greater than the one
we have right now.  We are all faced
with challenges, but my promise to
you is that you will see our city do
better by this time next year, and in
the years to come.   Mount Vernon
will be the comeback story that
emerges from these difficult times
in our country’s history.”

The walls within Yonkers City
Hall are mum… still murmurs
reverberate. Yonkers Tribune
acid-tongued
bloggers
have
been advised that Yonkers Fire
Commissioner Anthony Pagano,
when approached by Mayor Phil
Amicone for departmental cuts to
lesson the burden on the FY20082009 budget, was not satisfied by
Commissioner Pagano’s response.
Commissioner Pagano openly
advised that the mayor has
approached him for a five percent
budget cut. Commissioner Pagano
drew up a scenario to reflect
the asked for budget reduction
slashing. The end result was
in
Commissioner
Pagano’s
estimation below the standards set
by his department. Commissioner
Pagano would not endorse the
outcome of such a budgetary
move.

While Commissioner Pagano has
openly flirted with the thought of
resigning, seemingly every year,
for many years now, he has not
seriously contemplated doing so.
Commissioner Pagano believes he
will close his tenure of service to
the Yonkers Fire Department when
Mayor Amicone will conclude his

final term in office, as he ascribes
the mayor has often repeated to
him.
Yonkers is often not quieted
by such sensible fare; almost
demanding more soap in our dramas.
For those so inclined, consider
Commissioner Pagano disparaging
any thought of reducing the budget
as per the Yonkers Firefighters as a
stalwart ploy to assuage his union
membership, to stand up as the hero
before his men, as he attempts to
stop the mayor from cutting any
part of his department.
Still the mayor expects results in
good and bad times. The deadline
is drawing nearer for the mayor to
make his final decisions.
As budget constraints encroach
on the City of Yonkers, opportunity
to right imbalances in budgeting
may have reached a propitious
crescendo.

Coffee with George and Judy
Latimer and Myers Conduct District Office Hours

Mamaroneck, NY and Rye, NY
-- Assemblyman George Latimer
and County Legislator Judy Myers
will hold the next in their series of
District Office Hours in the Sound
Shore area in December to discuss
local issues and concerns. No
appointment is required. Brochures
will be available on State and
County programs and services.

Join them on Saturday, December
6, 2008, from 9:30 am to 11:00 am,
at the On theWay Café, located on
Playland Parkway at Forest Avenue,
in Rye, NY.
Join them on Saturday, December
6, 2008, from 2 pm to 3:30 pm, at The
Nautilus Diner, located on Boston
Post Road, in Mamaroneck, NY
Coffee will be available for all

constituents. The two officials have
conducted joint District Office
Hours over the past four years, and
will meet in both Mamaroneck and
Rye City regularly throughout the
coming new year.
For more details, call Assemblyman
George Latimer at 914-777-3832,
or Legislator Judy Myers at 914995-2802.

Bob Hope Library Renamed
on Ellis Island

(L-R): Norman Liss, Cong. Eliot Engel, Linda Hope, and US Postal Service Gov. Katherine Tobin at the
unveiling of the commemorative Bob Hope stamp at the renaming of the Bob Hope Memorial Library on Ellis
Island Monday, November 24, 2008. Linda, Bob’s daughter, thanked the Congressman and Mr. Liss, of the Ellis
Island Restoration Commission, for their work in the library renaming. Rep. Engel’s legislation, signed by
President George Bush, authorized the naming of the library. Bob Hope came to America in 1908 at the age of 4
with his family to settle in Cleveland.
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Police Management Study Resolution
Mayor’s Column
By Joan Gronowski
Yonkers City Councilmember (District 3)

By Mary C. Marvin
Mayor of the Village of Bronxville

      WHEREAS, in 1988, the City

city to adjust its deployment of

of Yonkers hired the independent

uniformed personnel or identify

consulting firm of Murphy, Mayo

other measures to reduce overtime

and Associates, to conduct a

and overtime expenditures;

comprehensive study of the Yonkers
Police Department to identify its

NOW,

THEREFORE,

BE

IT

weaknesses;

RESOLVED, that the City Council
of the City of Yonkers requests that

       WHEREAS, in 1989, this

the elimination and decentralization

the City Administration commission

study resulted in a 49-page report,

of certain special police units which

a new study by an experienced

prepared by former New York City

would put more police officers on

and politically impartial police

Police Commissioner Patrick V.

regular patrols, and a reduction of

management consultant, to analyze

Murphy and his associate, Louis

police overtime;

the police organization with a view
toward reducing overtime, and

A. Mayo, former president of the
National Institute of Justice;

      WHEREAS, for the past several

maximizing the workforce.   

years, the Comptroller of the State
      WHEREAS, the recommendations

of New York has cited the City of

of this study included a redefinition

Yonkers for its excessive police

of the Police Department’s goals,

and fire overtime, calling upon the

Submitted to Rules:
November 18, 2008

IRS Announces
2009 Standard Mileage Rates
IR-2008-131, Nov. 24, 2008

Washington, DC -- The Internal
Revenue Service today issued
the 2009 optional standard
mileage rates used to calculate
the deductible costs of operating
an automobile for business,
charitable, medical or moving
purposes.
Beginning on Jan. 1, 2009, the
standard mileage rates for the use
of a car (also vans, pickups, or
panel trucks) will be:
55 cents per mile for business
miles driven
24 cents per mile driven for
medical or moving purposes
14 cents per mile driven in service
of charitable organizations
The new rates for business,
medical and moving purposes
are slightly lower than rates for
the second half of 2008 that were
raised by a special adjustment
mid-year in response to a spike
in gasoline prices. The rate for
charitable purposes is set by law
and is unchanged from 2008.
The business mileage rate

was 50.5 cents in the first half of
2008 and 58.5 centsin the second
half. The medical and moving rate
was 19 cents in the first half and 27

I recently received a letter from
a medical student who studied with
me last year. It went something like
this:
“All this publicity concerning
Vytorin. I read the ENHANCE
trial a few weeks ago, and saw the
results indicating no difference,
between intima-media thickness
reduction in patients on Vytorin
versus Simvastatin alone, although
Vytorin was shown to reduce LDL
cholesterol more effectively than
Simvastatin alone.
“In any case, within the family
medicine practice in which I am
now doing a rotation, I encountered
lots of patients currently taking
Vytorin. Many of these patients are
voicing their concerns about all the
data and publicity - in particular,

about its association with cancer.
“I was told that you placed a
sign in your office a few months
ago stating, ‘if I were on Vytorin, I
would change my medication.’
“Did you post this because of
the association with cancer, and
because of the findings in the
ENHANCE study? I am concerned
because there are so many patients
who are on Vytorin, and who are
not being advised to get off of it,
and those who are presenting with
questions are not being advised of
the real dangers associated with it.
I don’t know exactly which cancers
appear to be increased by it, or even
the mechanism through which it
allegedly occurs.
“As far as I knew, it only increases
risk of causing BPH in males. I

cents in the second half.
The mileage rates for 2009 reflect
generally higher transportation
costs compared to a year ago, but
the rates also factor in the recent
reversal of rising gasoline prices.
While gasoline is a significant factor
in the mileage rate, other fixed and
variable costs, such as depreciation,
enter the calculation.
The standard mileage rate for

business is based on an annual
study of the fixed and variable
costs of operating an automobile.
The rate for medical and moving
purposes is based on the variable
costs as determined by the same
study. Independent contractor
Runzheimer
International
conducted the study.
A taxpayer may not use the
business standard mileage rate for a
vehicle after using any depreciation
method under the Modified
Accelerated Cost Recovery System
(MACRS) or after claiming a
Section 179 deduction for that
vehicle. In addition, the business
standard mileage rate cannot be
used for any vehicle used for hire
or for more than four vehicles used
simultaneously.
Taxpayers always have the option
of calculating the actual costs of
using their vehicle rather than using
the standard mileage rates.
Revenue Procedure 2008-72
contains additional information on
these standard mileage rates.

During these very difficult
economic times, the Village is
keeping a watchful eye on State
government. As a Village, we
are in good financial shape due to
conservative spending and realistic
revenue projections.
But, we
are concerned about unforeseen
obligations imposed by State
lawmakers especially in the form of
unfunded mandates.
Typically, a mandate can require
a local government to deliver a
service without providing the
necessary funding. Other mandates,
just as costly, place restrictions or
impose requirements on the way
a municipality operates or how a
service is delivered, often limiting
flexibility and efficiency.
For example, the State mandated
procedure for purchase and public
works contracts is costly and
burdensome. We must purchase
commodities and services from
“Preferred Source Vendors” even if
their price exceeds market price by
as much as 15%.
The State also mandates that the
State retirement pension fund stay at
a certain level and communities may
be required to make up any shortfall
with local monies. The State and
its local governments operate
under what is known as a defined
benefit plan where employees
are guaranteed a certain level of
benefits financed primarily by State
and local employer contributions
to the retirement system. Over
the years, these benefits have
become increasingly more difficult
to sustain. In fact, villages and
cities (outside NYC) experienced
a tenfold increase in pension costs
between 2003 and 2005.
One particular State mandate
illustrates how State law can
cause unnecessary expense for
local governments. Dating back
to 1912, the “Wick Laws” has
become one of the most onerous
mandates for Bronxville, affecting
the debt burden of the Village and
the School.
Up until July of this year, the
State required separate plumbing,
heating/ventilation/air conditioning
and electrical contracts for any
construction project over $50,000.
Last year the law was amended to
$1.5 million in project cost, still
an unrealistic number for major

Real Medicine

The Truth about Vytorin and Zetia
By Evan Levine, M.D., FACC
wanted to know what you read
or know of its side effects, and
why you feel no one should be on
it. If I knew that, I could pass the
information along physician with
whom I am now working, who
can then tell her patients who are
concerned about the question.”
In response to the medical
student’s queries, I replied that “I
placed the noted sign in my office
more than six months ago. I have
rarely prescribed Zetia or Vytorin
because, although the drugs may be
helpful, there are just not enough

studies that show they work - that
they save lives, lower heart attacks,
etc.
“Why use a drug that might or
might not. be helpful (and now, on
the basis of some new data, may
even be dangerous) when there are
so many other effective drugs that
are known to be effective; some of
which have the added advantage of
being generic and thus much less
expensive? “One must wonder if
the docs who characteristically
prescribe Zetia and Vytorin are
going out to dinner with the reps?
“Finally, I am not aware that

renovations and new construction.
This multiple bidding requirement
has the effect of increasing costs,
delaying projects and, in some
cases, preventing projects from
going forward at all. Previous
studies estimate that the Wicks Law
adds anywhere from 8% to 30% to
project expenses.
The fundamental problem with the
Wicks Law stems from the fact that
the responsibility for coordinating
the various subcontractors and the
overall construction process lies not
with a general contractor, but with
the public entity which typically has
little expertise in this specialized
area. These coordination issues
often lead to costly delays and
lawsuits.
Additionally, there are increased
administrative expenses associated
with preparing, bidding and
awarding separate contracts, as
well as the added costs resulting
from contractors who automatically
increase initial bids for projects
subject to the Wicks Law, to
compensate for the anticipated
delays and other problems common
among Wicks Law projects.
Other smaller but still costly
mandates imposed on local
governments are found in the myriad
of State tort laws. Their impact
amplifies the financial exposure
local governments face from
lawsuits and increases the incentive
to commence frivolous lawsuits
against municipalities.
Under
current State law, while private
defendants are allowed to offset the
amount of any damage awards by
the amount a plaintiff receives from
collateral sources such as insurance,
municipal defendants do not receive
the same benefit. Additionally,
the compensation which local
governments must pay frequently
exceeds defendants’ actual damages,
pain, and suffering.
Also, local governments are
Vytorin causes BPH (enlargement
of the prostate).”
The medical student replied:
“The reps are all over the office
(daily), not only providing
medication samples and pens, but
breakfast and lunch as well. I’ve
never encountered so many reps.
It’s really unfortunate, given the
fact that in medical school we were
advised to avoid these situations.”
Ezetimide, the drug better known
as Zetia, or as a component of
Vytorin - when added to a traditional
statin Simvastatin - reduces LDL
cholesterol by as much as 14%. But,
unlike statins, it has not been shown
to prevent heart attacks or to reduce
mortality. In fact, two recent trials
have shown that patients taking
Ezetimide did not have reduction in
cardiovascular events, and one trial

required to pay interest on judgments
at a rate of 9%. This is much higher
than the current prevailing rate.
Another costly State mandate
is the way New York’s Freedom
of Information Law (FOIL) is
structured. The FOIL mandate
imposes substantial requirements
on local governments to provide
copies of government records, with
some requests requiring tens, even
hundreds, of hours of staff time
for retrieval. Yet municipalities
can charge nothing for staff time
and only 25¢ per page for copying,
regardless of the size of the
document request.
These State mandates listed above
are but a few of the many currently
funded by local property taxation.
Basically, the State makes the law
and the local government pays the
cost.
As there is a direct relationship
between State mandates and Village
property taxes, we have joined
with other communities to support
legislation prohibiting the enactment
of further mandates which impose a
fiscal burden on local governments
unless an estimate of the fiscal
responsibility is computed and
sufficient State appropriations are
made to the local entities.
We have placed on our Village
website information from the New
York State Conference of Mayors
and Municipal Officials (NYCOM)
that explains the local property
tax impact of decisions made in
Albany. The information in this
article is just a snapshot of what the
site offers by way of explaining the
current and potential tax shifts from
State government to local property
owners.
I encourage you to log on
the Village website, www.
villageofbronxville.com, and go
under “Current Announcements” to
familiarize yourself with the issues.
Please reach out to us and your
State lawmakers with concerns and
suggestions. We must keep our
voices heard.
Governor Paterson has reported
that the State government is facing
current and future deficits in the
billions of dollars.
We must make sure that local
property tax payers are not called
upon to provide for State debt.

found an increase risk of cancer and
cancer death.
While many suggest that these
results may have been due to chance,
and that physicians and patients
should wait for the results of larger
trials, I wonder why anyone would
take such a chance.
Perhaps future trials may show
that these drugs work, but until they
do, I will continue to post that sign
in my office.
Dr. Levine is the author of “What
Your Doctor Won’t, (or Cant) Tell
You: The Failures of American
Medicine - and Now to Avoid
Becoming A Statistic.”
Questions for this column may be
directed by e-mail to VANLEV@
aol.com.
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Ed Koch Movie Review
“Milk” (+)

By Edward I. Koch
I rarely go to special screenings of
a movie, but I accepted an invitation
to attend the premiere of “Milk” at
the Landmark Sunshine Theater.  It
was a wonderful event and, I’m
happy to report, the film is gripping,
poignant and funny, and it appears
to be true to the facts.  
The plot is a rendering of the life of
Harvey Milk, the first openly gay
man elected to public office in
the State of California.  Harvey
(Sean Penn) and his partner,
Scott Smith (James Franco), met
one another in the New York
City subway which is a very
poignant yet funny scene in the
film.  In 1970 they moved from
New York City to
San Francisco, settling in the
small Castro neighborhood
located near the Haight-Ashbury
district to which hordes of
hippies flocked in the 60s.
Milk, who became known as
the “Mayor of Castro Street,”
ran unsuccessfully for public
office on five occasions.   He
won his last race and was elected
city supervisor in 1977.   I
believe there were eleven such
supervisors at the time with
powers similar to a combination
of New York City’s Council and its
old Board of Estimate.   His great
humor, common sense, and ability
to form alliances with leaders of
other communities is wonderfully
depicted in the movie.
I had a special interest in following
Milk’s 1977 campaign, because
it was the same year that I was
first elected mayor of New York
City.  Among those who helped him
win were Anne Kronenberg (Alison
Pill), a lesbian who volunteered
to be his campaign manager, and
Cleve Jones (Emile Hirsch), a guy
half Harvey’s age.   Cleve and Anne
are both brilliantly portrayed in the
film.
The relationship between Harvey
and Scott is very sensitively, indeed

beautifully, portrayed.   Eventually,
however, Scott resents the amount
of time Harvey spends away
from him tending to his political
obligations, and he leaves.   After
the break, Harvey acquires a new
partner, Jack Lira (Diego Luna),
who is clearly psycho.
Those who recall the events of

November 27, 1978, will remember
that it was Dan White (Josh
Brolin), who had just resigned as
city supervisor, who took the life
of Harvey Milk and San Francisco
Mayor George Moscone (Victor
Garber).   White was anti-gay and
appalled by Milk’s efforts to push
for legislation providing equality
for gays and ending discrimination
in government based on sexual
orientation.   The feature mixes
acting scenes with actual news
footage, particularly that taken at
the time of the assassinations.  We
see a newsreel of Dianne Feinstein,
who is now a California senator,
announcing the deaths.
When I arrived on the “red
carpet” at the premiere, there being
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Movies
ADDF Funds Varinel to Develop Drugs
for Neurodegenerative Disease

photographed were members of
Harvey’s family.   When we got
inside the theater, we took photos
together and after the film attended
a celebration at a nearby hotel
where I also met Cleve Jones.   It
was a wonderful evening.
In 1978 during the first month
of my administration, I issued
Executive Order #4 which ended
discrimination by the City of
New York against city employees
on the basis of sexual orientation
in employment, housing and
education.   In 1986, the City
Council passed my proposal
which imposed similar legislation
on the private sector.  Today, 22
years later, about 20 states and
140 cities and counties have
enacted comparable legislation.
HS said: “I wasn’t sure what
to expect of ‘Milk.’  It turned out
to be a satisfying but sad story
about a gay Jewish boy from
Long Island who, at the age of
40 and unfulfilled, moves to San
Francisco to seek his fortune. He
becomes a community organizer,
operating from a small camera
shop he operates with a boyfriend.
After
three
unsuccessful
attempts, he is elected to public
office when a district is drawn
uniting gay communities (like the
Chelsea district in Manhattan). In
his first year in office, he becomes
a martyr for the cause. The movie
is very well done. You never
know how much of it is true, but
it is very plausible. It is also quite
discreet. In his relatively brief
public career, Harvey Milk played
an important part in the struggle for
gay liberation. It is hard to believe
today how badly homosexuals
were treated forty years ago. Milk
is depicted here as the gay white
counterpart of Dr. Martin Luther
King. They made the world a better
place.”

NEW YORK, NY -- The Alzheimer’s
Drug
Discovery
Foundation
(ADDF) announced that it provided
a grant of $185,000 to Varinel,
Inc., an emerging pharmaceutical
company dedicated to developing
drugs that can prevent
neuronal degeneration and
improve brain function.
The grant will assist
Varinel in advancing the
preclinical development
of its multifunctional lead
compounds, VAR10300
(also known as M30).
VAR10300 was tested
successfully in cellular
and animal models of
Alzheimer’s
Disease
(AD) reducing oxidative
damage to mouse brain
cells caused by ironcatalyzed free radical
reactions and providing
novel neuroprotective activity. The
compound also improves levels
of neurotransmitters, supports
the growth of new neurons, and
prevents cell death in preclinical
models.
The lead compound, M30,
was developed by Moussa B.H.
Youdim, PhD, and his colleagues
at the Technion Israel Institute of
Technology, in collaboration with
the Weizmann Institute of Science.
“We funded Professor Youdim’s
academic research on M30 and
its derivatives for several years.
We are now pleased to be able to
further advance this M30-based
drug development research being
conducted by Varinel,” said Howard

Fillit, MD, ADDF’s Executive
Director. “The multifunctional
approach shows great promise and,
if successful, may yield an entirely
new class of drugs for treatment of
AD and other neurodegenerative

diseases such as Parkinson’s
disease, Huntington’s disease and
ALS.”
Varinel is one of the first
biotechnology companies to receive
funding through Novel Approaches
to Drug Discovery for Alzheimer’s
Disease, a grant award program
made possible by Elan. The purpose
of the program is to catalyze
and accelerate the discovery
and development of innovative
treatments for AD. Following
extensive scientific review and due
diligence, Varinel was selected as
one of the top proposals for funding
through this collaboration program.
Novel Approaches has provided
a total of $1,630,000 in research

grants for AD research in the past
three years.
“ADDF’s generosity and its deep
understanding of the treatment
challenges associated with an
Alzheimer’s diagnosis has provided
Varinel with both the
financial and intellectual
resources needed to meet
our objective of bringing
a unique multifunctional
neuroprotective
and
neurorestorative
antiAlzheimer’s drug into the
clinic,” said Dr. Vincent
R. Zurawski, Jr., Varinel’s
President and CEO.
ADDF is a public
charity whose mission
is to accelerate drug
discovery for Alzheimer’s
disease through venture
philanthropy. ADDF is
supported in part by the
Institute for the Study of Aging
(ISOA), a private foundation
established by the Estee Lauder
family in 1998. To date, ADDF
has awarded over $33M for more
than 240 research programs and
conferences worldwide. For more
additional information, visit:www.
AlzDiscovery.org.
Varinel, Inc. is a privately held
drug discovery and development
company targeting novel drugs for
treatment of neurodegenerative
disorders such as Alzheimer’s
disease, Parkinson’s disease and
Huntington’s disease.
For additional information, please
visit: www.varinel.com.
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